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Wellstone visits WSU
By STEVE Mc FARLAND
News Reporter
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Joshua Smith / Photo Editor

Senator Paul Welistone speaks to a packed Smaug last Thursday. Wellstone spoke and answered questions about financial aid.

In a crowded Kryzsko Commons,
U.S. Senator Paul Wellstone paid a
visit to Winona State University.
Winona State was one of many stops
that the Senator made on his tour
around Minnesota.
The purpose of the visit was to inform students of the proposed $10 billion cuts from student loans over the
next seven years, which he called a
"rush to recklessness." Wellstone, a
former college professor, said that seventy-five percent of this total "will fall
back on the shoulders of students and
parents."
The subject, Wellstone claimed, is
one not between Republicans and
Democrats, but simply a debate between "right and wrong, and I am
right," he told a responsive audience.
The proposed cuts were announced
by the Senate Republican Reconciliation Bill. The bill attempts to provide a
means of lowering the federal deficit.
The provisions include the elimination of the six month interest free grace
period that previous graduates have
been granted.
Also under the bill, interest rates on
PLUS loans will increase and the direct lending program, which eliminates
the need for the government to subsipize and guarantee loans made by
banks, will be scaled back dramatically. This scaling back would mean
that up to half of the 1300 schools
currently in the program would no

longer be eligible to receive these loans.
Democrats and others that oppose
the bill claim that the cost per loan will
be less if the lending and raising of the
money is done internally. Republicans
and bank owners dispute this.
A new tax on college loans would
also be introduced with the passing of
this bill. The tax that the Republicans
propose would force colleges to pay a
federal tax of .85 percent on their total
volume for federal student loans. This
tax adds up to roughly $2 billion over
seven years.
The adverse effects of this tax include : less availability of grant money
to students and higher tuition and fees.
Critics of this bill say that it will penalize student colleges for accepting needy
students.
Wellstone agreed that cuts need to
be made in order to balance the budget, but he argued against the necessity of calling on college students and
their parents to accomplish this.
Wellstone suggested alternative ways
of reducing the deficit, including discontinuing tax giveaways to the
wealthiest people in America.
While stressing the urgency of the
situation, Wellstone, with an "us
against them attitude," said "But I'm
not here just to say the gloom and
doom. I'm here to say that we can win
this thing."
He urged WSU students to write to
their respective senators and express
their concern over this bill.

See Welistone, page 3

Depression screening held Smoking policy remains
to assist, educate students same unless challenged
By RENEE BROWN
News Reporter
On Thursday, October 5,
Winona State University's Counseling Center, along with Elizabeth
Burke and Pat Ferdan, sponsored a
depression screening and informational session in Kryzsko Commons.
Participants listened to a brief
lecture, which incorporated slides
and videos, followed by a question
and answer session. The participants filled out a screening form
and had a brief interview with a
mental health professional, as well
as receiving literature about the
disease. Approximately 20 people
participated, according to Burke.
Clinical depression affects about
15 million Americans annually. Although it is often mistakenly seen
as a weakness of character, it is a
serious medical condition that can
lead to physical ailments and even

death; studies show that 15 percent of
people suffering from depression
commit suicide.
Symptoms of depression include
loss of interest in activities previously
enjoyed, feeling of sadness, irritability, restlessness or a decrease in activity, altered sleeping patterns, feeling
guilty, hopeless, or worthless, trouble
with decision-making, concentration,
or memory, changes in eating habits,
fatigue, and thoughts of death or suicide.
If any five of these symptoms are
present and persist for more than two
weeks, a mental health professional
should be contacted.
Although the exact cause is often
difficult to determine, family history,
traumatic events, and biochemical
problems are all linked to the disease.
The Winona State University
Counseling Center, located in
Gildemeister 132, offers confidential
counseling services and can refer students to mental health professionals.

Textbook prices up
BY KRISTINA PUTZ
Special to the Winonan

the paper products.
"We usually order twice a year,
but this time we made a larger order
so the prices would stay consistent
Students at Winona State Uniwith last year," said Krause.
versity can expect to pay at least $3
She stressed that the bookstore has
more per textbook beginning winno control over the price hike.
ter quarter.
Publisher Weekly mentioned in a
Since summer, the price of paMay 1 article of Campus Marketplace
per has gone up 80 percent and the
that publishers are going to use
word is it will continue to climb.
cheaper paper to meet the high de'Publishers set the price of new
mands.
text books, and the price of used
'They can not afford to go too high
textbooks are based on this," said
in prices, so some have decided to
Karen Krause, Winona State booktake a hit in profit margins to help
store supervisor. .
with the increase," said Weekly.
According to Krause, the book"Paper products tend to run in five
store sets a 20 percent profit maryear
cycles, mostly because world
gin on the products sold and this
economic conditions tend to run in
money goes back into the Univerthe same manner," said Ruckman.
sity for things such as scholarships.
With this information, students can
Books will not be the only noat least be semi-prepared that in five
ticeable change at WSU. The price
Krause added that they had some years the price of textbooks could go
of school supplies will be swelling
as much as 14 percent said Walter idea that this increase was coming, so up once again.
H. Jahn, national sales manager for they tried to get ahead with some of
Top Flight, Inc.
Prices have increased because there
is an international paper shortage
caused by changing market forces.
'The general economic situation has
improved world-wide which has created a much higher demand for paper," said Cindy Ruckman, editor of
Campus Marketplace, the newsletter
of the National Association of College
Stores.
"A number of paper mills around
the world have closed recently, some
in part to their inability to meet environmental regulations," said
Ruc kman. "It is difficult to build new
mills to ease the crunch, again due to
stiff environmental regulations which
must be met before the mill is approved for production. The same goes
for mills which process recycled paper: ,

By REBECCA EBNET
News Reporter
Following the national trend of
prohibiting smoking in public places,
Winona State University recently tackled the issue of whether or not to ban
the few remaining places on campus
where smoking is permitted besides
the Residence Halls.
The Student Senate held a meeting October 3 to discuss the possibility of making the two smoking rooms
and the MTV lounge in Kryzko Cornmons smoke free.
It was decided that the three areas would continue to permit smoking until Dr. John Kane, Vice President of Student Affairs, or students
decide to counter this decision.
Kryzko Commons was the last
step of a three year plan to ban smoking on campus. This phase-out began three years ago after the Clean
Indoor Air Act took effect stating

that smoking was not allowed in State
owned buildings.
"Adults have that right [to smoke),
although banning seems to be the way
around it, the thing to do," said student activities director, Joe Reed.
Before this decision, smoking was
allowed in Somsen Hall, the loading
dock area and old boiler room until
February 1, 1995. In the Student Union
games area, old smoking rooms adjacent to the new cafeteria and Conference rooms in the East cafeteria it was
permitted until 1994-95. Smoking was
permitted inthe Lower Hyphen until
1993, and the Smaug until 1992 when
the current smoking rooms in Kryzko
were created.
Since the WSU campus is a State
institution, it must adhere to the Clean
Indoor Air Act for all buildings.
Although according to Director of
the Student Union, Charlie Zane, the
policy is not applicable to Kryzko Cornmons and the Residence Halls since

they are operated on student union
dues and private rent rather than tax
dollars.
"Smokers pay a union fee too and
should get something out of it," said
Zane.
The Residence Halls are public
buildings with private contracts which
also exempts them from the Clean Indoor Air Act, although students are
only allowed to smoke in designated
rooms and floors. Generally the kitchens, bathrooms, lounges, halls and elevators are smoke free.
The Quad has six designated smoking sections in the building, and six
sections plus the public areas are kept
smoke free.
"We want to accommodate all different lifestyles, and I think that the
smokers this year are more respectful
to the non-smokers," said Deb
Schuffenhauer, Sheehan Hall Director.

Whatever.. .

Joshua Smith / Photo Editor

The Wenonah Playersperform "Whatever Happened To" at homecoming coronation last
Friday night in Somsen Auditorium. To see the king and queen see page 7.
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What's Going On?
Congrats...
...to Mass Communication professor John Vivian for receiving a Text
and Academic Authors Association
(TAA) Texty award for his book, 'The
Media of Mass Communication" (third
edition). The Texty is an award for
excellence in recent works, and the
book received perfect scores in all four
of the criteria used for judging. According to Vivian, 'The Media of Mass
Communication" is currently the number one book in its field world wide,
and is used at every college and university in Minnesota. Profits from the
royalties of the book go to the WSU
Foundation for Scholarships.

Learn to Sign

71,

US Department of Transportation

By NANCY CONROY

#

Roving Reporter

at WSU on Tuesday, October 17, at The Blood Drive will be held in the
7:30pm in the Stark auditorium. East Cafeteria, and a goal of 500 units
Hansen will discuss "Professional has been set. Stop by and give, and
Nursing Practice at Mayo." A question help save a life.
and answer session will follow the
lecture, and it is free and open to the
public.

../'

Council
The Women's Resource Center and
Community Education are sponsoring a film series titled "A Century of
Women." The first film, "Work and
Family", will be shown Wednesday,
October 18, from 7:00pm to 9:00pm in
the Pastuer lecture hall. A discussion
session will follow the film, and the
event is free and open to the public.

A non-credit sign language class is
being offered beginning Thursday,
October 19, and will feature training at
the American Sign Language one level.
The class will meet Thursdays for ten
weeks from 6:30pm to 8:30pm in room
There are four Grievance Board
103 of Minne Hall. The cost is $28 for
the general public and $25 for Ameri- positions open, and applications are
can Sign Language Club members. For due in the Senate Office by 3:00pm
registration information contact the Tuesday, October 17. Associate SenaContinuing Education Office at 457- tor postions are still open. Stop in the
Student Senate Office for information.
5080.
Tomorrow Student Senate is sponsoring a letter writing party to Chancellor Eaton. The party is at 7:00pm in
the Student Senate Office and Pizza
will be served.
The Fall Blood Drive will take place
Diance C. Hansen, R.N., of the De- Monday, October 16, from 11:00am to
partment of Nursing at the Mayo Medi- 5:00pm, Tuesday, October 17, from
cal Center in Rochester, is the guest Noon to 6:00pm, and Wednesday,
speaker for a Mayo Lecture Series event October 18, from 11:00am to 5:00pm.

Student Senate

,,§,1*'::'‘.r..# '

Report

Calling AU

Nurses

Monday, October 16, is the last day
that students can withdraw from fall
quarter classes.
Winter quarter pre-registration is
October 26 to November 1 in the East
Cafeteria. Registration materials will
be available beginning October 19,
from 8:00am to 3:30pm. A WSU ID is
needed to pick up your materials. Don't
forget to take care of any holds you
might have.

School Spirit
Cheer on the Women's Soccer team
as they host North Dakota State at
Noon on Saturday. If you prefer Volleyball, WSU hosts Moorhead State at
1:00pm Saturday as well.
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If you are a Liberal Arts major
graduating prior to September 1996,
you may want to attend the information session sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. There are sessions at 3:00pm or 4:00pm, on Wednesday, October 18, in Gildemeister 155.
The session will include an explanation of Career Planning and Placement
Services, a discussion of employment
trends, and a review of job search strategies.

Deadlines

.

.

Liberal Arts

Wisewomen
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The Winona'', Winona State University's first student newspaper established in
1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona State
University. The Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through advertising
sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside of the university are available from the
business manager. Address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State
University, Kryszko Commons, Winona 55987, ph. (507) 457-5520.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for both
individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and may not
be reproduced without permission.
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13,
1989 at 8:25prn.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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You can count
on Citibank
for the best in

You mean
a student
loan lender
cares what
happens
me after
duation?!?

college financing
before and after
graduation. We
offer our student

loan borrowers
new, flexible
repayment options.
That means after
graduation, you
can find a place
to work and a
student loan
payment that
works for you.
To get the student
loan financing
you need now and

The Debut release front
MUDPUPPY
on Bottomfeeder Records
Lacrosse, WI * 608-784-2335
Only $5 bucks
Available at: Face the Music, Good
Vibrations, Montage and Natural
Habitat

the repayment
options you may
need later, call
Citibank at
1-80o-692-820o
and ask for

WE NEED SOMEONE WITH THE

Operator 274,

AMBITION
OF AN INVESTMENT BANKER, THE

send in the coupon

PATIENCE

below, or visit your

OF A DRIVING INSTRUCTOR, AND THE

school's Financial

OPTIMISM

Aid Office.

OF A WEATHERMAN.

If you have these attributes, Peace Corps
may have a place for you.
We need someone to join the 7,000 people already working in
95 developing countries around the world. Someone who can
help others to help themselves. Someone who would like to
spend two years in another country. To live and work in
another culture. To learn a new language, acquire new skills,
and sharpen existing ones.
We need someone special. And we ask a lot. But only because
so much is needed. If this sounds interesting to you, maybe
you're the person we're looking for. A Peace Corps Volunteer.

Peace Corps will be visiting your campus on

. Tuesday, October 24
Information Table
10:00 am -3:00 pm
McCown Gymnasium, Memorial Hall

For More Info, Call 1-800-424-8580
Visit Our Home Page At http://www.peacecorps.gov

Yes.

That's why
Citibank
student loans
have new,
flexible
repayment
options.

PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS:

Name

Li Citibank Federal

Address

Stafford Loan

(subsidized and unsubsidized)

❑ Citibank Federal PLUS Loan
El

Apt.

City

State

(for parents of dependent students only)

Telephone

Citibank Graduate
Loan Program

Social Security #

(for graduate students of all disciplines
- please indicate your field of study)

You are currently:

Zip

❑ an undergraduate student 0 a graduate student

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

Year of graduation

Citibank (NYS)
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for
Operator 274.

If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
LJ Business (MBA)
U Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic studies)
0 Engineering
❑ Other

(please specify)

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/CitIbank/CSLC.html

LI Nursing

CITIBANtil
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Wellston

BANGE

continued from page 1
will be very important," he said.
The addresses of all senators can be
obtained in the Student Senate office.
A petition is also available to be signed
in the office which will be sent to Washington D.C.
After the senator's speech, he addressed questions ranging from congressional pay raises to a question of
the justice system. Wellstone was quick
to point out that he was one of only
two senators to vote against the wage
hike.
During the question and answer
period Wellstone announced that he
would attempt to get an amendment
passed that would require all members of Congress to disclose financial
information.
Wellstone has been criticized by
some for not voting for the Welfare
Reform Bill, proposed by President
Clinton, which passed by a vote of 8712 in the Senate.
In an interview with The Winonan,
Wellstone defended his vote by saying
that under the bill, for the first time in
sixty years there will be no standard
for which children will live.
"I believe that historians will write
about this bill as being a turning point
for the worse. The bill punishes children. I could never vote for a bill that
punishes children, even if it means not
getting votes," Wellstone said.
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Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
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For a free booklet
about mental illness, call :
1-800-969-NMHA.
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coffeehouse
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Warm-Up Suits
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$80-$100
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ou'll NEVER Pay Full Price!
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SAVE ON
THE ENTIRE
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Billboard
TOP 100 POP & ROCK
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CHUCKERS BAR & GRILL
Now Serving the Finest
Mandell's-Beer & Burger Night
Tuesday's -Beer & Taco Might
Karoake, 2 for i's

Friday :Nappy Hour 4-8 p.m.

and Sunday's-

Come

in

to Watch Your Favorite

College or NFL Team. WE get most games on satellite.

$11.99

FITZGERALD'S
Watch for your Favorite LIVE BANDS at Fitzgerald's

Mondau; Country Night-Learn I-low to Line Dance!
Tflursday:A.U.C.D. Bottle Beer, Bar Pour, -Fain 9-12

PRICES GOOD TILL 10/31/95
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102 Johnson St. Downtown Winona 452-2328
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Role of Media in O.J. trial blurred
I'm sure that all of you are pretty fed up with the
coverage which the O.J. Simpson case received, but
we are going to stray off from the points covered to
death and discuss other issues and implications of
the case.
First of all, the case was blown way out of proportion, as we all know to well. After Simpson had been
in court for about a month, the names of the murder
victims became something other than Nicole BrownSimpson and Ronald Goldman to the public. Even
though they had loving families, who were more
than public about their side of the case, and didn't
deserve to be brutally murdered, they became known
as those two people who were murdered by O.J.
Nothing more, nothing less.
The media had a lot to do with this, as well as the
lawyers involved in the case. As litigates who have
handled high-profile cases before, the lawyers should
have known the kind of impact a case like this would
have on the public and the American judicial system. It turned it into a three ring circus with multiple
conductors.
The fact that there were cameras in the courtroom
wasn't the big issue. The real issue was the interviews before and after each days court proceedings.
If the lawyers had refused to do any interviews of
any kind, the whole persona of this trial as being a
booster shot for the winning side would have been
avoided.
The lawyers' involvement with the media in this
case was ridiculous. Very few times before in the
history of television has there been such an ample
opportunity for lawyers to promote their career without paid advertising.
The excessive media coverage of this case proved
many things to critics of the pop news, get-it-whileit's-dirty style of journalism which is now sprouting
up on formerly reputable networks. It proved that
people don't watch the news, the news watches
people. If this hadn't been O.J. Simpson on trial, who
would have gave a damn? Just another homicide in
modern American society.
The media was full aware of this the entire time
and exploited it to the fullest.
Now they'll have to deal with the end results.
Like the renewed divisiveness between black and
white, and an interest in keeping future high profile
cases under lock and key and far away from the
cameras.
During the trial, it seemed as if information about
the murders themselves was put on hold while the
court was trying to figure out if Mark Fuhrman was
indeed a racist. And, while the prosecution and the
defense bickered endlessly about racism, evidence,
and shared information, the public began to forget
about the victims, O.J., and what the American justice system is designed to do: determine guilt or
innocence. Coming to a verdict became the secondary player in the shadow of the quest for the most

amount of time on camera.
Now we are not saying whether O.J. was guilty or
not. Everyone in the world has their own opinion on
this, including us. What we are trying to say is that
the media coverage of this murder case has been
nothing short of unprofessional.
Unfortunately, the media focus has been on the
issue of race. The emphasis the media has placed on
the idea that all black people believe O.J. is innocent
and all white people believe he is guilty is completely unprofessional and shameful. There is no
way that this country could be completely divided
on this issue.
It is naive for the media to think that the only
angle to the story is the ethnicity of jurors and the
sympathy of both races to thier prospective "role
models" involved in this case.
Since when did racial bias factor into the way a
story should be presented in the media? True, the
Rodney King case lent itself to all kinds of biases
against white police officers, but does that make it
right for reporters to slant their views, and use their
stories as forums for practicing editorialization techniques in news reporting? We think not
The only one who can really answer if O.J. is
guilty or not is O.J. himself. What's the point of
arguing whether the jury made the right decision or
not? The trial is over, and the decision cannot be
altered, and again, O.J. is the probably the only one
who knows what really happened.
An estimated $9 million was spent on this case
alone. What an incredible waste of money. O.J. may
have been a football legend in his past, but this
doesn't account for spending ridiculous amounts of
money on a trial and waste precious air time and
newspaper space. Minneapolis alone has had a
record number of homicides this year, and the only
information which the public receives about these
murders is through a quick news brief or a short
newspaper article.
If the media could step back and take a critical
look at itself for once, I think they would see that the
resentment created between blacks and whites over
the outcome of this case, and the impact of biased,
slanted reporting detriments not only those of topic,
but all other people who rely on the media for information.
Sensationalism and ratings are the last thing on
our minds. Notice that there was, and has been,
nothing about the O.J. trial in any issues except for
four peoples views on the verdict, and those weren't
completely serious answers either. That just shows
what a mockery of what this country is supposed to
believe in has become.
Members of the mass media, remember your role
in the information age: To inform. Remember your
ideals: To be objective. Remember the victims of this
case. Everyone.

Kevin Bechard
SPORTS EDITOR

Paula Houston
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Educated enough

would bet that she is educated enough,
like the rest of us, to become culturally
aware on our own.

Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Tanya
Adams letter to the editor concerning
Kristin Phillipsons article on affirmative action. Ms. Adams, the opinion
page is for opinions. Your statement
that Kristin ' is lacking in the area of
and education" was quite rude to say
the least. When you make a statement
like that it makes me wonder if you
think about what you write before you
write it.
Did you ever consider that perhaps
Kristin has worked with several blacks
who have expressed their opinion on
affirmative action. I had the opportunity to work with several blacks back
home whom have expressed similar
feelings on the issue. Think about it,
how would you feel if you knew that
you were hired solely on the color of
your skin?
Ms. Adams, don't despair. I'm sure
that Kristin will not take your silly
advice and enroll in WSU's "impressive cultural awareness classes". I

Eric Deranek
Junior, Accounting major

Students' actions
tarnish homecoming
Dear Editor,
Homecoming weekend is always a
fun and festive occasion. Returning
alumni, parades, athletic events and
the dance highlight the weekends
events; A weekend which should highlight the universities greatness. However many drunken students at the
parade out a damper on my weekend.
These people would pelt many of the
band members with candy and other
objects. One band member's instrument was damaged. Further, members of this raucous group would make
sexually provocative statements to females in the band, many being of junior high age.

Once again, a small few have tarnished the otherwise sparkling reputation of our ever improving university. Until these events can be left behind, Winona State University will not
be allowed to assume its place among
the truly progressive institutions
among which we are.

Peter R. Olson

Let him speak
Dear Editor,

coins, and cigarettes at him. I saw a
student take his bag and hide it behind
a garbage can. I heard students say
things that were just as offensive, if not
worse, than what he was saying. The
remarks that were made were pointless and insulting. I would expect more
from my fellow students.
On a college campus an attitude of
open mindedness is expected of all
people. The fact that we must shout
down everything we do not want to
hear is frightening. He had the right to
speak and if one does not want to
listen or argue intelligently then move
on. I understand, however, that the
man was probably jut as close minded,
because he refused to answer the questions that were posed to him.
Students that asked intelligent questions and kept their cool, I applaud
you. You represent the attitude that
should be displayed on a college campus. I know that I have probably made
some people angry, but my hope is
that we can have a more open minded
campus.

This past Friday, October 6th 1995,
there was a man expounding a religious message that some felt offended
by. I agree that some of the things that
the man said were wrong and offensive. However, I agreed with the ideal
of repenting of sin and accepting Jesus
as the Lord.
This is not, however, my reason for
writing. I was very disappointed in
some of the students at Winona State.
The man's message need not be acceptable, but he does have the right to
speak without being shouted down or
insulted. I saw people throw papers, Kevin Fox
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Take responsibility
Dear Editor,
Leadership is a trait many people
are scared of. They don't want to be
responsible for a problem or allow their
personal lives to be disturbed . People
also try to avoid leadership because
when you are a leader, your life seems
to become an open book. For example,
look at the President of the United
States. If he goes to the dentist, the
reporters there are watching. The presidents' job is thought of as one of the
most undesirable jobs by many Americans, However, someone needs to step
in and do it, especially when times are
tough.
The same theory applies at colleges
and universities. Times are very tough
for today's students as tuition increases
and the quality of education weakens.
However, there are still a few people
who take the challenge to improve
higher education.
Now is the time to step up and take
control. We, as students, need to find
the heart of the problem and confront
it. If students do not speak their concerns, college administrators will forget the needs and wants of the average
college student.
We, as students, have the duty have
the duty to influence our administrators because our education is the main
purpose of our colleges and universities. Students deserve a voice and need
to speak out with authority. There are
so many opportunities right now for
everyone and yet many students are
taking them for granted.
Many students are afraid to take a
step forward, to stick their necks out
for what they believe in. If this is what
the next generation is going to be like,
we are going to be in trouble.
We can not be passive and let others tell us what to do. College students
are supposed to be tomorrows leaders. Do not step back from your personal rights and responsibilities.
Some legislators at the federal and
state levels often say that they do not
care about what college students want
because of the low percentage of students who vote. Please prove them
wrong by taking leadership into your
hands. All you need to do is vote for
the appropriate representative, work
hard for the survival of quality higher
education, and help keep education
affordable for every student. If every
student works together toward these
goals, they will be easily met.

So, get to it everyone, stick your
neck out, and use your mind. After all
college is more than just grades.

Tresa Aiple
Bemidji State University
MSUSA PR/Development
director

Get behind the
hamburger rebellion
Dear Editor,
A classmate may not finish college-his
grandparents medical costs may push
them into poverty, because of the hamburger you ate. The next hamburger, you
eat, may mean a wildlife species will cease
to exist.
Caring students can easily be part of
the "hamburger rebellion" and oppose
cruel budget cuts and other self serving
legislation by wealthy legislators - elected
(ironically) with the help of a cattle lobby
financed by beef eating budget cut victims, too.
I arge numbers of state legislators and
county offici als are, in fact, cattle ranchersperhaps the same ranchers trying to wrest
control of public lands (belonging to all
Americans) from our government in order to black range reform. Overgrazing
and other, sometimes violent, abuses on
our public lands are threatening many
species-as well as people and our country
( The "Sage Brush Rebellion?")
Where rancher-legislators or ranchercounty officials control or influence lawmaking bodies, conflict of interest (and
ethics involved) should be exposed.
No one can help every good cause but
victims of recent political change can silently protest and help their own cause,
too, without writing letters, picketing or
otherwise going public. They can, simply,
not buy a hamburger.
Next elections voters can remember
that the greed of the wealthy has no conscience.

James Griffin
Fallon, NY
We invite our readers to share
their ideas in these columns.
All letters must be received by
the Monday preceeding our
Wednesday publication days.
Please send letters to the
Winonan, Kryzsko Commons,
Winona, MN 55987. All letters
must be signed in order to get
printed.
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CITIZEN T R U T

I Was Cool Before It Was
Cool to Be Cool

B OTH

OF THE COIN

by Citizen Truth
COLUMNIST

I

WORE SUNGLASSES BEFORE SUNGLASSES

were even invented . I had to take regular glasses and paint the lenses black.
Sure, I bloodied myself by walking
into a few poles and street walkers.
And I was ostracized by my family
and friends because my actions were
interpreted not as those of one who
was hip, elusive and mystifying, but
as those of a dangerous moron. But it
was worth the hurt, because I knew I
was cool, even though the concept of
cool didn't exist. But when everyone
started wearing sunglasses, I had no
choicebut to quit the shades and scoop
my left eyeball out with a spoon, then
walk around while my gaping socket
filled up with bugs and soot.
I loved Michael Stipe. Back when
he was pure. I have six tapes of Stipe
gurgling while in his mother's womb.
The tape is incredible beyond description, full of soulful and honest arias
about something bigger than life. But
as soon as the bastard decided to pop
out of mom and enter our earthly realm
of compromise and deceit, I took myself out of the game. I started hating his
stuff the moment he became sentient.
Yes it was lonely when all the disgusting sheep I called friends were
going to concerts performed by corporate puppets, but I was listening to a
new sound by then: the wailing intestines of a hideous prostitute as she
excreted on top of my coffee table. A

By DAVE ADAMS
Managing Editor

sound I loved but nobody else understood, which is what cool is all about.
I invented aesthetics, books, leather
jackets, poster prints of famous paintings, hanging out, cynicism, detective
stories, foreign films and ironic appreciation of deceased pop culture. I appreciated them. And when everyone
else started liking these things, I abandoned them like an unwanted litter of
puppies, tying them in a burlap bag
for the mediocre masses to massacre
with their thoughtless brand of derivative appreciation . If more than one
person likes something, its not worth
liking. It's not even cool.
I even created the human ass, loved
it, watched it, discussed it. Next thing
every bonehead in the world is ass
crazy, gawking at my asses. Now I
have to hate asses, even great ones.
Being cool is being confident that
no other opinions coincide with your
own. As soon as someone starts liking
me, I must hate and destroy in myself
what they like. My ideas are not to be
sold to the nearest lame brained friend
or lover. They are to be appreciated in
the singular realm of my transcendent
soul. That's what cool is: a fluorescent
white solitude so absolute that no thing,
except the mystical cool, may penetrate
lonely human existence. To be cool
one must sacrifice everything except
cool. I did that.
©1 995 Onion Features Syndicate

SIDES

Give prisoners cable, cigarettes, private baths and degrees
By KRISTIN PHILLIPSON Political Columnist

In dealing with the subject of taking away prisoners rights, I have b ut one question
to ask: Haven't they had to suffer enough? If America seenried to care about humanity
and human rights, there would be no question about it.
Prisoners should not have privileges. What they are "allowed to do" should just be
second nature. Since some inmates are not even eligible for parole and are doomed to
die there, I think it would only be fair and decent to let them do as they wish. Nothing
gets accomplished with so much monotony and slave labor.
Let them have their color television and cable. They should be able to smoke if they
want to. The exercise room should be in use by one person for hours at a time if he or
she wishes. Play cand s until two o'clock in the morni ng.Thq should also receive better
food and wages. No matter what crime one committed, he should be able to do all of
the above with no questions asked. Perhaps this would open their level of communication more and improve how they get along with others.
Also, if these methods were used, newly released inmates would possibly be able

to interact with people in a real environment and not have so many problems, that
occur when adjusting to the outside world. Going to school for free is a wonderful and
excellent idea while inside prison. It is inhumane to herd people like a group of cattle.
Even if they were without shackles and chains, the communication might be
greater instead of being almost constantly weighed down. Everything should not be
so organized and tedious.
Prisoners should have access to private bathrooms and showers. How grotesque
is it to go to the bathroom without privacy? What about showering two inches away
from another person?
People deserve to be treated with respect, in essence, like a normal person
regard less of what he or she might have done. Just becausea crime has been committal
does not mean that we have to take a major part of someones life away, forcing him
or her to sit until they are in ill health or die.
If the above examples were to be used or enforced, it could prove something
valuable. That all people need to be treated as humans and that all people deserve a
second chance at life.

Special treatment, perks, and prisoners rights affect us all
By JOSH WILCOX Political Columnist

P

risons across America are being filled to capacity at an alarming rate.
New centers for the criminally incorrect are sprouting up like weeds all across
the nation, and a new trend is following close behind: prisoners' rights. Every
day, hundreds of new charges are being pressed against these institutions,
from the inside. It seems to me, American prisoners have suddenly realized
they have an opportunity to make money and still get what they want, while
being punished for crimes they committed.
Some of the most ludicrous cases are being tried daily for inmates who feel
they deserve cable T.V. in their cells, deserve the right to smoke in their cells,
or simply strongly dislike the food that was served on a particular day. What
is going on here? Each year these protesting convicts cost the American
taxpayers millions, perhaps even billions of dollars, just by bringing these
cases against the state. This is on top of the billions of dollars being spent on
them, just being there.

For instance, the average prison (at least in Minnesota), spends between
$32,000 and $35,000 a year, per inmate. With this expenditure, the convicts
have the opportunity to workout on a daily basis, receive food and shelter, and
receive a college degree (depending on their length of stay). This last one is the
one that really galls me. I am attending a relatively inexpensive school, and
shelling out about $7,000 a year. If I were to get myself convicted of a crime,
say, drug trafficking, I would get around five years (on good behavior), and
leave the prison with my college degree. Of course I don't believe my potential
employers would like the notion that they would be hiring an ex con, but
instead of me paying $28,000 to $35,000 for my education, the government
would have spent that much on me a year.
am not saying these convicts are not human and therefore have no rights,
but I do think they should reconsider why they are being placed in a prison.
In fact, with the way things are, why call them prisons at all?! From now on
let's call them Places of Personal Betterment, or something a little more
situationally correct.
-

THIS Is ONLY A TEST....

W

ell, as you can see, I'm crammed in here pretty good. And considering I'm
still recovering from homecoming weekend, and a hell of a bash at my place on
Saturday (where were ya? I gave you an invitation!) I'm not going to get deep this
week. I think last week was enough to tide over my faithful readers, Jim and Mike.
Two guys who have nothing better to do than sit around their garbage filled living
room and watch the Cartoon Network for 15 hours a day. You should hang out with
them sometime. Very insightful.
This week, boys and goils, I will discuss the finer points of throwing a party, and
the etiquette that goes along with attending your favorite suare.
The first thing to remember if you're going to throw a party is to lie. Lie like a rug.
If someone asks if it's true that Erik Estrada, a.k.a. "Ponch", will be attending your fine
little gathering, say "Yes! And he's driving the Firebird!" Then quickly ask for a $20

How to be a gracious host/guest
donation because "Ponch doesn't come cheap."
If it is not your house you are partying at, and you have not read this column, give
up the cash. The amount of dead presidents you fork over is in direct correlation to the
number of drinks consumed at that point.
When throwing a party, do not use a CD player. Use a tape deck. Otherwise, drunk
people will be coming u p and requesting Vanilla Ice and "that one Oooga chaka, 000ga
000ga song from that one movie." Tape decks eliminate the possibility of altering the
musical selection. All praise Keechuska, the God of party mix tapes!

If you are at ending a house party and do not know the people who live there, do
not approach the bar unless it is to drink or to ask for the best place to vomit. You know
nothing about music after six drinks.
During the waning hours of the party, when you are tired enough to sleep in the
brown mystery puddle in the bottom of the keg tub, play some Perry Como. People
will leave.
If you are so gone you are no longer able to read your Mighty Morphin Power
Ranger watch, and every person either looks like Ray Pruitt or that blonde girl from
MTV's Singled Out, you must leave. (Even though you hold a secret fondness for Perry
Como!)
Due to space restrictions this week, these have been the Cliff notes to party tips and
etiquette. More to come in future issues, or after my next party. Adios!

Do you think Winona State has school spirit?
University spirit stifled by university?
Let me tell you a little story.
It's the first football game of the
By
1994-95 school year at Winona
MAGGIE MCCALLUM
State University. The stands are
Columnist &
packed with record numbers as
the Warriors take on the La Crosse
SHAHED SHUMAN
Eagles. The game is a good one
Photographer
and the crowd is going wild, especially those standing down at
the north end of the field by the
end zone. The students are yelling and screaming, the men have
players names painted on their chests, they cheer with the cheerleaders and yell at the referees, and generally get everyone in the area
motivated until three security guards come over and tell them to
settle down. The group leaves in protest. After all, it is a football
game, and now there are security guards at every corner of the field
during the games.
Is there school spirit at WSU? NO !!!! The university tries to
promote homecoming activities while restraining the fans from cheering for their team. The university tries to promote homecoming
activities, yet schedules mid-terms for the two days after homecoming weekend is over. The university tries to promote homecoming
activities, yet schedules the two-day resume writing class the Friday
and Saturday of homecoming weekend. We don't seem to have a very
proactive plan to increase school spirit when we have to worry about
mid-terms two days after homecoming week ends and attending a
one-credit resume writing class. How silly was it to schedule a class
on those two days?
Now, these are just examples of how the university limits the
expansion of school spirit. They aren't totally to blame because the
students play a role as well.
First of all, how many people went home this past weekend? How
many people stayed in the bars this weekend instead of going to the
football game? And finally, how many people know the WSU fight
song ?
These are all simple obsatcles to overcome which would increase
school spirit.
Freshmen, you are now in college, there is no need to go home
every weekend. If you went home this past weekend, you probably
missed a good party not to mention a good football game and a great
parade.
Upperclassman, did you know that if attendance increased enough
at the football games the Warriors could possibly get a new stadium?
You have to at least go to the games to allow this to happen.
As for the school fight song, that's a lost cause. Maybe it could be
resurrected if someone took the time and energy to learn it. Not only
that, we need a pep band and a mascot to lead us, and I don't mean
the gorilla that ran the field on Saturday. What happened to the
Warrior mascot who wore the same costume that Charlton Heston
wore in Ben Hur? And the gray steeds that ran onto the field a few
short years ago?
WSU may not be Notre Dame, but that doesn't mean that there
shouldn't be at least some spirit. The solution could be as simple as
dressing up the gentlemen from the end zone as cheerleaders and
throwing them on the field with the infamous basketball mascot
Shaggy. They seem to know how to motivate the crowd and maybe if
they are dressed as cheerleaders, they won't be told to settle down.

"They said it"
Does WSU
have school
spirit?
"School spirit is
evident, but it
doesn't thrive at
Winona State."

Yes, more toward athletics than
education, still better than other
schools.

Sean Hohnstadt
senior
economics major

Some of the students have, others
don't care, they just want to get over
with studies.
Mauricio Mezco
sophomore
business administration major

Yes, the school spirit is there, but
only when it is needed. The effort
isn't 100 percent.

Jeff Beida
sophomore
art major

Keith Donovan
Junior, elementary education
major

" I find that there
is school spirit
here, but people
seem embarassed
to show it."
Matt Pletcher
Freshman,
undecided

I don't think we have as much school Athletically the spirit is there, but not
spirit as other big schools.
in education.

Amy Lien
senior
social work major

Kristina Rediund
freshman
undecided major

It depends on whatever the students
are involved in.

Sarah Marick
senior
elementary education major

"No, I haven't
seen any yet, and
it's homecoming."
Kerry Carlson
Freshman, mass
communication
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Dexter's

not his usual self.

You suspect the
So you call

salsa•

Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.
The

(Too bad

call

is

about the

cheap.
consultation

fee.)

Live off campus? Sign up for AT&T True Reach Savings"' and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in the U.S.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings' is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill — direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modern —
when you spend just $25 a month! No other plan gives you all these different ways to save*
Just call 1 800 TRUE ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your True Choicem
-

AT&T

Your True Choice
'Refers to long distance calls billed to AT&T home or AT&T Calling Card accounts. Discounts off AT&T basic rates. Certain exclusions apply Subject to billing availability. Offer available to residential AT&T customers: Minimum spending requirement is per residential line "Compared to major long distance carriers

© 1995 AT&T
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AIDS quilt evokes emotions
By SALLY MILLER
Variety Reporter

A

7„2,77,77477., 77/77-,

Jackie Jedynak/ Staff Photographer

An AIDS signiture quilt is signed at St. Mary's University field house Saturday afternoon. By Saturday over 3,000 people came to
see the 688 panelsof the AIDS Quilt. The quilt begn in 1987 and contains over 31,000 panels. The AIDS Quilt was on display from
last Thursday to last Sunday. This was the only time the quilt will be In Minnesota or Wisconsin this year.

The chosen ones
Munir Ahmad Tarafdar, Ginni Stevenson
crowned homecoming king and queen

M

spots.
It had some memorable moments
such as the decision of "not guilty" by
he Second City comedy troop the jury's flip of a coin in order to make
underwhelm the students and com- the lunch buffet and the adding of "in
munity members who attended their bed" to the end of one's fortune.
Mark Dalbis, a member of The Secperformance last Thursday evening in
ond City said, "Hearing the audience
Somsen auditorium.
The troop gave a disappointing per- laugh is definitely a great feeling. Plus
formance at their annual homecoming it's good to know that you can go out
on stage everynight and draw from
act.
Scott Maloney, a Winona State Uni- everyone else in the grou •."
versity junior Criminal justice major
said, "I went to The Second City performance last year and thought they
were great, which is why I we s really
looking forward to going this year, but
it turned out to be a real letdown."
The audiences laughter response
fluctuated through out the up and
down performance showing their disappointment.
At various points, the installation
of the laugh track and the F word may
have been the saviors the troop needed
to evoke audience response.
A quick joke or act using the F word
was used effectively to draw the audience out of a dry spell trance.
This group's firm grip on the bizarre was partly to blame for the mediocre audience response.
Jennie Neal, a senior Art Education major at Winona State said, "Some
parts of the show were really funny,
but others were to off the wall to even
laugh at."
The off beat humor of the group
seemed to catch a lot of the audience
members off guard, not because the
jokes were over their heads, but because they were just not funny.
John Brill, a WSU junior nursing
major said, "I thought the first half of
the show was really funny, but as it
progressed it went down hill."
The performance was not entirely a
downer and did have its few' bright

By PAUL ALLEN

T

unir Ahmad Tarafdar and
Ginni Stevenson's long wait ended
when they were crowned Winona State
University Homecoming king and
queen Friday, October 6 in Somsen
auditorium.
The 1994 king and queen, Chris
Malek and Brenttesae Smith crowned
Tarafdar and Stevenson at Friday's
coronation.
Tarafdar, a senior accounting/business major from Bangladesh and spon,sored by the International Club said, "I
am excited, this is a great honor to
me."
Ginni Stevenson, a junior marketing/mass communication major from
Reedsburg Wis., and sponsored by
Sheehan Hall said, "I was so shocked!"
Stevenson is an R.A. for the sixth
and seventh floor of Sheehan.
Homecoming court consisted of
Mike Ferguson, junior accounting
major from Chatfield, Minn., spon
Joshua Smith / Photo Editor
sored by Accounting Association;
DeShun Givance, junior management
Homecoming King Ahmad Tarafdar, left, and Queen Ginni
information services major from ChiStevenson are carried off stage by members of the Wenonah
cago, Ill., sponsored by Black Cultural
Players, who also performed, last Friday night in Somsen.
Awareness Association; Matthew
Shea, senior political science/psychol- biology major from India, sponsored happened to' these old characters, who
ogy major from Rochester, Minn, spon- by International Club. end up getting mixed up with each
sored by Pi Lameda Phi; James Walsh,
Michelle Votaw, one of the chair- other.
sophomorecriminal justice major from persons of the homecoming commit"I got together with one of my
Chicago, Ill., sponsored by Prentiss- tee, opened theceremony, followed by friends and brainstormed, and the idea
Lucas; Kirsten Dixon, junior nursing a skit entitled "What Ever Happened just happened," said Stenzel about her
major from Oakdale, Minn., sponsored To" performed by the Wenonah Play- inspiration for the skit. She is the
by Warrior Strength Club; Jennifer ers. administrative coordinator for the
Hanson, sophomore English/secondThe skit was written and directed Wenonah Players.
ary education major from Burlington, by Amy Elizabeth Stenzel. It involved Blind Alley also performed two
Wis., sponsored by Warrior Dance the appearance of old TV characters songs, "Dream" by the Everly BrothTeam, Faith Oberlander, junior corn- such as Lucy and Ricky Ricardo, the ers and "Drive my Car" by the Beatles.
munication studies major from Skipper, Ginger, Mary Ann and Blind Alley is composed of Manuel
Franklin, Wis., sponsored by Lourdes Gillighan, Cher and more. Artega, Chris Reinert, Ian Ryal, Bill Ho
Hall and Attiya Yasmin, sophomore
The theme was based on 'whatever and John Hemsworth.

"It was a powerful experience," said
one man, as he left with his wife and
son. His wife, tears brimming her
already red eyes, shook her head when
asked about the effect it had on her.
"She's really moved," her husband
explained, as she walked away dabbing her eyes with tissue.
"I have two relatives that died from
AIDS, and we wanted our son to see
the Quilt. We thought it was important," he said.
There appeared to be a large number of parents that agreed. At one
point, there were as many children as
adults viewing the Quilt. Several children knelt down to write their name
and a message on the signature quilt
that lay in the middle of the room.
Families with children walked together from panel to panel, as children
questioned their parents "how all those
children got AIDS, if it is a disease you
can only get from using drugs or having sex."
"But how did the babies get it? Why
didn't the doctors make them better?"
one young boy persisted to his speechless parents. All they could do was
shrug
"Shalonda Cobbs, 7123186-11/22188"
"The Angels from Connor's NurseryFredrick 9/9/86-12/17/90; Terance 12/10/
87-1/27/91; Issac 3124/91-6128191".
A young mother holding a toddler
shuddered, then squeezed her child to
.

See Quilt, page 9

The Second City gave a
second rate performance
Variety Reporter

By SUNNI SCHULZ
Variety Reporter

t 5:00 p.m. Thursday night, October 5, the opening ceremonies of the
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
at St. Mary's University began a weekend of viewing for Winona area residents. By noon Saturday, close to 3,000
people had visited the Quilt, including
nearly 1,500 area school children.
The opening ceremony was very
moving for many that had never seen
the Quilt.
Angie Nichols, a Winona State University student who volunteered
nearly 15 hours with the project over
the weekend said, "I've never seen the
quilt before so, when I went to the
opening ceremonies Thursday night,
it was really emotional. They had the
quilt sections folded up on the floor,
and then people dressed all in white
slowly unfolded them, while people
read the names out loud."
"The quilt is a very beautiful
expereince, but it's also sad. It's like a
beautiful cemetary. And when people
leave, you can tell they've been
touched," she said, pointing to people
exiting the fieldhouse.
Inside the fieldhouse, there were
no loud voices, only hushed whispers
and an atmosphere that was very close
to reverent. People walked silently
and soberly around the different sections, stopping here and there to gaze
at various panels, then moving on.
Boxes of facial tissue dotted the corners of the panels, as if to signal that it
was okay to cry; that it was appropri-

ate. And, in fact, several people found
it hard not to cry.
When asked what they thought of
the Quilt, many used the word "powerful".

The Second City has been the starting point for many great comedians,
such as John Candy, Rick Moranis and
Steve Martin.
A few years down the road, Dalbis
said, "Of course I'd like to make the big
time, but for now I'm just happy that
I'm still working."
They always say "comedy is in the
eye of the beholder."
What makes one laugh, can make
another c .

Jackie Jedynak/ Staff Photographer

Actors from the Second City Comedy Troupe perform their off
the wall humor last Thursday night in Somsen Auditorium.

Life in the United States as Hmong immigrant
Pa Foua J. Young, the first Loation physician, struggles with discrimination and racism while growing up in US
By SHANNON K. SHERIDAN
Variety Reprter

P

a Foua J. Young, the first known female Hmong physician spoke about
lie racism and difficulities she encountered while migrating to the United
Mates on Wednesday, October 4 in the PAC recital hall.
On October 2.2, 1976, Young's family landed in Chicago to begin their new
ife.
Young remembers one time when the family did not have enough to eat,
and her parents would place a handful of rice on the apartment floor, and
7igeons would fly in the apartment by the dozen.
"After trying to catch the pigeons and slipping on pigeon droppings all
Dyer the floor, the family would sit down to a pigeon meal," said Young.
Young revealed the discrimination she experienced when she came to
America.
In one incident, while trying to open a bank account at her local bank, the
teller commented to her,"I keep telling my son to study hard otherwise he will
)e working under you people."

Young also encountered discrimination and racism in her highshool.
University of Wisconsin-Madison Medical School.
On her first day of school, profanity was yelled at her, as well as the other
Young and her husband plan to travel to Thailand for two months where
Hmong students.
she will provide health care for rural areas as part of her clinical work.
"I did not understand and could not identify many of these descriptions,"
Young, who is from Laos, escaped as a refugee with her parents, baby-sitter,
she said.
and two younger brothers across the MeKong River in 1975. They were then
Although high school reunited with her youngest sister, who arrived earlier by air, in Thailand.
was trying for Young, she
"The forest where children had
In Loas they had lived in a former Thai military camp where several
learned to love school.
refugees died.
forged for nuts and fruit would
"I loved learning, and
Young said, "The forest where children had forged for nuts and fruit,
loved to study. I am very would quickly transform into a cemetery for the newborn, young, and the
quickly transform into a cemetery
grateful to my school coun- old."
for newborn, young, and old"
cilor for helping me apply
Five members of the WSU social work program arranged for Young to
Pa Foua J. Young for college," stated Young. speak through a mini-grant that was presented to the social work students.
Young's parents did not
These students got together to write a proposal to hold speakers and events
speak English and could around the issue of cultural diversity, entitled Hmong Cultural Awareness.
not help her with applying to college.
Julie Lillestol, a senior in the social work program who helped develop the
Contrary to her fathers dreamsof Young becoming the first Hmong woman proposal said "It was alot of hard work and we're very excited that we all put
secretary, she went on to study asMount Holyoake college where she earned this together, and that Pa Foua could be here."
her undergraduate degree and isnow finishing her medical obligations at the
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Music Review

Tuna Zen Trio, fun music entertainmen
By SCOTT
MUELLER

Music Critic

I can not dri
By DEAN KORDER
Columnist

I

t was Saturday night, Homecoming night, and I had the need for
speed.
I had to work, but I decided to go out and get hammered as soon as
possible afterwards. I should have known there was going to be trouble
because when I walked out to my car to get something out of it earlier in
the day a couple cops cruised by and they twisted their necks trying to
see if I was going to get in my car and drive.
You see, I don't have a driver's license.
That's right, I'm a habitual speeder.
No effiderm, no cocaine, no eightballs, I just drive too damn fast.
Got three tickets in twelve months and lost my license for a month.
Got another ticket, lost my license for another month. Two days before
I could renew my license, I got picked up for driving while under
suspension, lost my license for 120 days.
Called the number and got myself a work permit. Now, I can't drive
on Tuesdays on Thursdays and I can only drive to and from work.
So, here I am, ten o'clock on a Saturday night, Homecomirtg night, and
I want to go out and catch a buzz. To do this, I have to either take my car
home and take a cab downtown or I can flirt with danger and just take
my own damn car downtown. I decide to take my own car downtown.
Minutes before 1 get out the door of the local record shop where I
work, I get a phone call from my brother-in-law's mother.
'Dean, the police are outside waiting for you?"
"What?"
just heard it on the scanner, the police are outside waiting for you
to get off work. They're going to pick you up."
'They are are they? Well thanks for the tip."
As I hung up the phone visions of Rodney King, O.J. Simpson, and
anybody else I could think of that got roused by the cops, flashed through
my head. Damn, I thought I could just go downtown tonight, Homecoming night, and have a good time but no I have to deal with men in
uniforms.
So, I got all self-righteous and all silly, and decided, armed with my
work permit and a dab of hostility, to face the wrath of Winona's finest
with as much self serving indignation as I could possibly muster. After
all, didn't they know I needed a break, didn't they know it was Homecorning?
I went out to my car, carefully rioting the police cruiser parked on a
side street.
They were out there all right, but I had the power of the law, I had my
work permit.
I got into my car, put on my seat belt, started her up, turned on the
lights, and headed out the parking lot.
I didn't get two blocks before there were flashing red lights behind
me. I watched out of my side mirror, my rear view mirror fell off months
ago, as the officer approached.
"I hope you have a good reason for pulling me over this evening
officer," I said as cynically as I could before he said anything.
My words surprised him and it took him a minute to retain the upper
hand. "I, uh, we uh, you don't have a driver's license I mean, we have
reason to believe that your license is under suspension."
"It is but I have a work permit." I pulled out my handy dandy work
permit and gave it to the still stunned officer.
He took the crumpled yellow piece of paper and wandered back to his
car without saying anything. A few minutes later he was back at my
window, the work permit in his hand.
I was ecstatic. I showed them. Stop me for no damn reason. Stake out
my place of work will ya. Boy, I had shown them. Then the officer spoke.
"Our computer shows that your license is under suspension. Your
work permit seems to be also under suspension. Now we could take you
in and let you spend the weekend in jail...,"
He was talking, but I was no longer listening.
He explained something about how two days after my work permit
was issued my license was suspended for another offense and that null
and voided my work perrrtit and that I'd have to go to court on such and
such a date and I'd lose my license for a year or something and then I
could have it back, but only if I met all the other necessary requirements,
and ifonly I didn' t have another offense within a certain time period ...blah,
blah, blah.
All I knew is that it was Saturday night, Homecoming night, and all
I wanted to do was to go out and socialize have a few drinks, catch a
slight buzz, go to an after bar, have a good time, and then go home. By
the time the cops were through with me, they did let me drive my car
home I wasn't feeling up to going out and doing anything.
So, it was Saturday night, Homecoming night, and I ended up sitting
at home alone wondering if it was unconstitutional to take away a
person's license to drive. I mean, it does limit one's pursuit of happiness.
I wondered if I could appeal my suspension on constitutional giounds.
Then I wondered if taking away a person's license for speeding
during the Minnesota winter could be considered cruel and unusual
punishment. I mean, I could freeze to death walking to school or riding
my bike to work when if s twenty below outside.
Then I wondered why everyone else I know only gets warnings when
they get stopped and I always get a ticket.
Then I wonder if police pull me over thinking I'm a woman, my hair
is kind of long, and then, when they find out I m not a woman, get so
pissed off at themselves for looking that they write me a ticket.
Then I wonder what everyone else is doing tonight Homecoming
night, while I'm pining and mopping about my driving record.
They're probably having fun, having a few drinks, laughing, smiling,
listening to a new band at Baylor's party, Yeah, they're out there
having a good time while I waste away. All of this because I'm
an habitual violator, all of this because of my need to speed.
I decide to go to bed early and did.
On Monday, I found out that I was looking at another year of
suspended driving privileges. In other words, I don't get my
license back until December 27. 1996.
What a Homecoming.

Wanted: Distribution Manager
Pay Is $100 Per
Quarter pl us
Commissions
Person Must Have A Car
& Be An Early Riser.

W

ay back in that great decade
they called the eighties, there was a
group called the Thompson Twins.
You may have expected that they
were a duo; actually, at different times,
they had up to seven pop participants.
There is another band with a similarly misleading name—local act Tuna
Zen Trio.
When I saw them perform at the
Acoustic Cafe last Friday, I counted
seven members, plus a former member brought on as a special guest. And,
as usual, all seven shared a set of original material and covers with a full

house.
Tuna Zen combines shared lead vocals with guitars, bongos, congas and a
violin into trip folk set with lyrics yearning for love or laughter.
Guitarist Leon Rohrbaugh contributes lead vocals on the uptempo "Take
a Look": "And if love makes the world
go 'round/We're gonna end up flying
off/And I hope when I fall, I fall your
way."
And laughter was abundant when
the band decided to twist Suzanne
Vega's "Utica" into the Outfield's line
from "Your Love" ("I just wanna use
your love tonight")...seriousness and
sickness transmogrified into the fun
Tuna Zen always brings.
Newcomer Julie Lester helps out
with vocals and guitar, and does a fine
job on "No Name Song," which appears to be about a new day's ability to
cure old problems.
When the band covers Screeching
Weasel's "Supermarket Fantasy," all
in the audience are moving. Even the
ones who aren't dancing can't but help
stir their mochas in carefree trancedance fashion.
On the next cut, "Zenout," violinist

Olaf Lind comes through strongest on
a five-player performance. With this
instrumental, the band members (including guest Rick Benz on sitar) act as
if this is being written as it is played.
Living up to their name, very little
communication occurs between the
five; each huddles over their method
of music performing their own, and
almost spiritually, a lengthy, ambient
piece emerges and stays with you
throughout the intermission.
While guitarist Chad Aakre sometimes takes lead vocals, he is not to be
overlooked when it comes to backing
vocals. His most memorable backing
performances occur on "You Can't Always Get," "Take a Look" and
"Lonely." Chad becomes the singalong we all aspire to be but always fall
short of. Simply put, he is the catch in
Tuna Zen Trio.
The ostentatious Leon and focused
Chad fool you into believing they are
brothers with a chemistry that becomes
all their own. Each recently married,
they share their joy, encouraging others to try it. On the street, Leon and
Chad could pass as siblings; on the
stage, they pass as soulmates.

Book Review

Movie Review

Cold Sn ap,
a world where ones moods
change with the seasons

By MAUREEN
ASFELD
Literary Critic

D

eep within our minds, we walk
along a dark mental abyss that we sometimes fall into and struggle to climb out of
it.
Cold Snap, by Thom Jones, is a collection of 10 short stories that plunges readers into a world of depression, rage, and
desire.
"Cold Snap," thebook's title story, sets
the theme of internal turmoil for the following stories.
The story delves into the mind of Richard, a Global Aid doctor who recently
returned to the United States.
While Richard was in Africa he experienced malaria, lost 30 pounds, and had
a bed manic episod e that caused him to be
expelled from the country.
After returning home in the middle of
winter, Richard's depression worsens with
the weather.
The audience also learns that Richard
is not the only one in his family with
problems.
Jones shows in incredible detail how
Richard's baby sister, Susan, botched up
her last attempt at suicide. The audience
learns that before the shooting, Susan
heard voices and tried to commit suicide.
Then Jones explains how Susan took
Richard's squirrel pistol and put a .22
long-rifle slug through the forward part of
her temple. As Richard comments, "the
most perfect lobotomy."
Susan, child-like in her innocence, be-

Tribal beats by Garret Sorens an
Trevor Marty spice up cuts like "N
Name Song" and "Supermarket Far
tasy." Trevor's bongo thumping
possessive, forming a Jekyll and Hyd
relationship with the carefully con
posed bassist Seth Urion, who stands
few feet away from him.
Near the end of their set, Tuna Ze
Trio climb up to one of their mo,
popular songs, "Tree Frogs." My ju,
tification for calling it one of their bes.
A group of people had cleared tl:
tables away for a game of Leapfno
while Chad sang "Slimy, slimy, slim
little tree frog." If it isn't easy bein
green, Tuna Zen certainly makes
fun.
And summed up in one word, fu
is what Tuna Zen Trio is a
about...because songs of laughter are
love can only be that.
If you missed seeing them last wee
shame on you. If you want retributio.
I highly recommend that you hea
over to Rascal's Thursday night to e:
perience the playful presence of sevc
people who call themselves Tuna Zr
Trio.

Ferris Bueller's Day Off
best of the eighties classics
Cinema Fileg

comes a direct contrast to Richard's depressive, sarcastic personality and strong,
emotionally-charged voice.
Another place that Jones uses great
detail occurs when Richard becomes depressed after having three relatively "normal" days and plays Russian Roulette.
Jones leaves the reader wondering for few
sentences whether Richard also ended up
with a lobotomy from his .357 gun.
The title "Cold Snap" efets to Richand's
return to som e level of sanity when spring
arrives. His depression is tied to the
weather. when it is bad so too are his
manic episodes.
Jones's theme of depression, rage, and
desire are continued through the following nine stories: Superman, My Son; Way
Down Deep in the Jungle; Quicksand;
Pickpocket; Ooh Baby Baby; Rocketfire
Red; I Need a Man to Love Me; Pot Shack;
and Dynamite Hands.
My second favorite story in the book is
"Way Down Deep in the Jungle." This
story features another global relief doctor
practicing in Africa. Koestler has a pet
baboon George Babbitt that drinks whiskey and smokes half a pack of cigarettes a
day.
In "Way Down Deep in the Jungle,"
the mission doctors in the septic African
tropics prepare fora visit to a leper colony
by getting the local monkeys drunk and
pondering their fates.
Thom Jones shows the deepest and
darkest fears of humanity and the neverending battle for sanity with humor and
sarcastic wit.
Another collection by Thom Jones,
National Book Award nominee, is The
Pugilist at Rest . Cold Snap supports a wider
cast of characters than the previous book
by Jones by induding doctors, an advertising copywriter, a female Aborigine as
well as boxers and soldiers.
Thom Jones is currently working on
another novel and teaches at the Iowa
Writers Workshop.

frems Buellers
Day Off
Top Drawer
Comedy
Rated PC;-13
Director: John Hughes
Cast: Matthew Broderick
Mia Sara
Alan Ruck

Rating system:
Top Drawer
Second Drawer
Third Drawer
Bottom Drawer
Circular File

Must See
Give it a chance
It could be worse
Avoid at all cost
Trash

By ANGELA PECKMAN
Movie Critic

F

eeling under the weather? Well,
"go wrap a hot towel around your
head" and pop Ferris Bueller's Day Off
into your VCR
If you did not catch the gist of that
quoted pun, you are obviously not a
worshipper of this 1986 John Hughes
comedy classic. If you have seen this
movie, then you probably had that
line memorized along with the rest of
the dialogue.
In either case, Matthew Broderick
plays a class clown turned truancy
expert as his girlfriend, Sloane, played
by Mia Sara, and his best friend,
Cameron, played by Alan Ruck, accompany him for a day-long excursion in downtown Chicago.
The magic of this movie begins as
soon as we get to know Ferris. His
quick, snappy sense of humor makes
him lovable from the start.
He is even lovable when he cons
the whole city into believing that he's
been diagnosed with a terminal
illlness... and that is why he is not in
school.
But his intentions for skipping
school go further than being lazy.
Bueller has work to do.

His main goals: show the girlfriend
a good time, get the "lump of coal" ov'
of Cameron's ass, make the principal
ride the school bus, and most of all, tc
have a damn good time.
Broderick's performance in thi.s
flick is timeless. I still just think of him
as Ferris everytime I see those big
brown eyes, no matter how good of
an acting job he is currently doing.
He really makes us believe than
we should not take life so seriously
Just what all high school and collegE
kids need to hear, right?
As far as I know, this wa!
Broderick's only Hughes film, whist
was odd in the old days of Molly
Ringwald and Anthony Michael Hal )
two actors who seemed to appear it
most all of his films. This one mad(
Broderick into a star.
Mia Sara and Alan Ruck also dic
excellent jobs as the beautiful anc
sophisticated girlfriend, and the
manic depressive buddy who suddenly finds the courage to level witt
his father in the end of the movie.
And of course, Jeffrey Jones as
Principal Ed Rooney with his dingy
secretary, played by Edie McClurE
(of the eighties comedy hit, Hogan':
Family, formally Valerie) make the

movie worth watching alone. The
made a great team.
The movie's mixture of the hilari
ous and the serious inthe main reasor
that this movie is so great.
The writing and directing appeal
to be flawless. The ending leaves yot
longing for a sequel.
Jennifer Grey, from Dirty Dancing
fame, appears inthe movie as Jeanni
Bueller, Ferris's somewhat uptight
sister. In an attempt to loosen her up
Charlie Sheen makes a cameo appearance as a deadbeat druggie tha
hits on Jeannie in the police station.
Why was she in the police station
you might ask? Go rent the moviE
and you will find out. And stick thi.
one in the top drawer!
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All Students Must Have An Immunization Record On
File At Student Health Service, In Order To Remain
In School, According To The State Of Minnesota.
Check With Student Health Service TODAY To
Make Sure That You Are In Compliance With The
•
Law.

Immunization Records Are Not
Automatically Sent By Previous
Colleges, So Transfer Students Should
Not Assume Their Records Are Here.
* Holds will be placed October 12.
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dramatic and sad and you just feel so
much for these people-not only the
people that died, but their friends and
family."

"I came to visit - Washington, 1989. I
her as she looked upon this panal.
When she turned, her eyes were love & miss you. Norm." This small
message was written in the corner of
filled with tears.
'To God's arms," she said softly. one of the panels.
A mother, who was viewing the
The 10 year old son of two WSU
students stood staring at one par- Quilt with her husband and two children said, "It makes it a more personal
ticular panel that was hanging up.
"Mom, that's my name..." he whis- thing, when you actually see the names
in print and their pictures, and handpered.
"I saw a panel that had my son's prints. All those people who signed
full name on it. No dates, no places, the panels have lost somebody imporjust his name: first, middle and last," tant to them."
"Families are Forever, Daddy. I Am a
his father said, as the family left.
"Let me tell you, when you see Child of God. Barry Fairbanks, died 1988,
your child's name up there..." his in SLC." He left behind a wife with
voice trailed off as he looked back four young children.
However, not all the panels rememtorward that panel.
His wife said, "I pray for all par- ber a loved one.
"In loving memory of all the Alpha
ents losing children to the disease."

l

umistritunuavtivulittutiomar ,uittlitstatw

"Ethan David, died 3/24/94. Be- Phis who have suffered"
'There was this one, about some
loved Only Child...."
"Rock-a-baby, Steven. Mom, Dad, guy that died homeless and alone. I

and Birdie." This panel is baby quilt. think he went to some homeless shelThere is no age, date, or last name only images of cradles and teddy
bears.
Two elderly ladies walked closely
together, crying softly into their tissues.
'These people were so young, "
one said to the other, her voice catching.

"Jeremy Scott, 1971-1991"
"Pedro Zamora 1972-1994" , who

ter for AIDS victims, or something.
But some people that briefly knew him
made this panel with a huge cane and
piece of cake. It was so neat they did
that for him, so humane. But it was
heartbreaking that only strangers were
there for him in the end . No one should
die alone because he was gay or used
drugs. No one," said a WSU student
who, upon leaving the auditorium,
dropped $5.00 into the donation box.
He said, 'This is in memory of him."

was on MTV's "Real World".
"J.F. Oct. 1945-Nov. 1988. J.F. died
Many young people that were
viewing the Quilt commented that homeless and alone. We only know he
people their age had already died of loved to eat..Here's to you, I F."
Another WSU student went away
this disease.
"I saw people that were born the from the Quilt with strong emotions
same year I was, and they died," a about a particular panel, too.
'Today is my 28th birthday," she
WSU student whispered to her friend
said with tears on her eyes, "and I saw
as they left the viewing area.
A father of three small children a panel of someone who was born on
said, "You see this, and you realize the exact same day I was; but died four
that this really isn't just a "gay" dis- years ago." She was silent, then said,
ease anymore. The people that are "Happy Birthday, Buddy."
dying are husbands, wives, fathers,
mothers...kids, for Pete's sake."
He looked at his children, then
added, "How do we protect them
from this?"

"Andrea Williams, 513175-312189"
"Jessica Deploo, 2/24188-8124194"
""It's hard," said WSU student,
Nicole Heiar, softly. "It makes you
wake up, and you learn a lesson. I
mean, It's hard when you see the
ones where people wrote their own
comments to them-the victims. It was

UM. 6 to 1 Wednesday thru Saturda3
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authorized shipping outlet
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Warriors Win Big In Fourth QuarteleJ
Despite Poor Field Conditions, Warriors Battle Back To Win Homecoming in Nail-Biter
mistake into 6 points on an 11-yard Warriors in position to take the lead
Since the Warriors were having a hanging on to the ball.
touchdown pass with 1:49 to go in the before half-time.
tough
time planting their feet and pickWith 6:10 remaining in the third
Sports Editor
half.
But once again, the field proved to ing up yards rushing, Goettl decided quarter, the Warriors threatened to take
A WSU interception gave quarter- be a spoiler as Young's 37-yard field to go to the air and connect with either the lead after a 55-yard pass to Mohr,
ell, it wasn't the prettiest, back Jake Goettl his first start as a goal veered off to the right, sending Schmaltz or Joe Mohr. But this plan of putting WSU at the Wolve's 5-yard
but Winona State University's foot- freshman. He found Scott Schmaltz Winona State to the locker room trail- attack did not go smoothly for WSU in line. But the Warriors' drive ended
ball team satisfied the Homecoming on a 23-yard pass. This drive put the ing 7-9.
the first half as the receivers had trouble suddenly with an interception.
crowd as the Warriors survived a
slow start in the first three quarters
and came from behind to beat Northern State University by a score of 2623.
As if the injuries to Matt Brandt
and Lance Brown were not enough to
sputter the Warriors offense, wet and
muddy field conditions made it nearly
impossible for both teams to hold
onto the football. Those players who
were affected the most were the kickers of both teams, who were constantly removing mud from their
cleats.
"These field conditions were especially tough for the soccer style
kicker," said head coach Tom Hosier.
The game started with the Wolves
rushing the ball for 21 yards on three
plays before going to the air. From
this point on, it looked as if the Warriors would have a tough time stopping their opponent's running game.
On their opening drive, Northern
State used up over 5 minutes on the
clock, but had to settle for a 28-yard
field goal, giving them a 3-0 lead.
A couple of possessions later,
Winona State got on the board as they
put together a couple of rushing and
passing plays to score a touchdown
and go ahead 7-3 with 3:40 remaining
in the opening quarter.
After Wolves kicker Bill Noble
Joshua Smith / Photo Editor
missed a 37-yard field goal and NSU
A
pack
of
Winona
State
University
Warriors
and
Northern
State
University
Wolves
lunge
for
a
fumbled
ball
during
last Saturday's
recovered the football on two Warrior fumbles, was either team able to homecoming game at Memorial Field. The wet and muddy field conditions made for a slippery game. Contributing to many
fumbles, falls and poor kicks by both teams. The Warriors battled on for a homecoming victory against Northern State 26-23.
reach the end zone.
After the Warriors fumbled on the
33 yard line, the Wolves turned this

By KEVIN BECHARD

W

Cross Country

Running Club

Club Defeats Alumni
Alumni Run Starts WeekendWith A Bang

D

Todd Gontarek/Staff Photographer

Dr. Neal Mundahl, Associate Biology professor, crosses the
finish line to win the 5K Alumni run. Dennis Chapel, of the WSU
running club, records the time. The run took place last Saturday at Lake Lodge and was sponsored by the running club.

espite what could have been
a cold and miserable morning for a
road race, several people, including
Winona State University students,
faculty, alumni, and those from the
community. The runners took part in
the annual 5K Alumni Run.
Traditionally, the run kicks off the
series of events on Homecoming day.
This year, the race had a good turnout
as it attracted 19 runners.
Once again, members of the Running Club took advantage of the flatness of the bike path as the club defeated the Alumni by a score of 28-29.
Since Alumni Tony Schiller, who
has won this run the last couple of
years, was not present in this year's
race, Neal Mundahl decided to claim
the honors as he won the race with a
time of 18:24.
Former running club president
and alumni Erik Barthel placed second overall with a 19:13, and Keith

Donovan led the running club with
a 19:50 finish.
Kevin Bechard's 19:56 placed him
in fourth place overall, and Mike
Olson followed up in seventh with
20:49.
Shawn Deitering clinched eighth
with 20:56, and Dennis Servaty came
in at 20:57. Joe Severson rounded off
the pack of male club runners as he
crossed the finish line at 21:31.
Andrea Spencer took first place
in the women's division as she recorded a time of 32:55. Beth
Vorndran, the first female to run in
the Running Club, finished her first
race of the year with an impressive
time of 32:56, giving her second place
in the women's division and a medal.
Erin Fitzpatrick rounded off the
group of females as she also collected a medal with a 34:54 time.

T

his past Friday, Winona State
University's volleyball team hosted
Bemidji State University at McGown
Gymnasium in a conference meet.
The Warriors were defeated in three
straight matches, but did not go down
without a fight to the end.
Although Bemidji State won the
first two games, 15-10 and 15-4, the
Warriors did not go down quietly in

the third game, but still lost 16-14.
In the first match, the Beavers
produced 10 kills and committed
only three errors to Winona State's
eight kills and seven errors.
In the next game, the Warriors
were only able to put down two
kills, compared to BSU's seven.
No question about it. The Warriors gave their opponent a run
for their money in the final game.
The Beavers produced ten kills
and six errors, where as the War-

riors placed 16 kills.
After eight errors, the Beavers tied
up the match as they scored six
straight points. the possible turning
point of the third game would be that
BSU had eight blocks, where as the
Warriors only collected three.
Although the score remained tied
at 14-14 for a while, the Warriors ran
out of steam as the Beavers collected
the final two points in order to win
the game, in turn sweeping the match.
Jeanine Klann spotted five kills

and went to the floor for 17 digs, and
Lisa Stockel placed three kills and had
four digs.
Setter Amy Ball contributed four
kills, and Katie Harris placed six. Katie
Dryer recorded 10 kills.
The next match for the Warriors
will be this coming Saturday as they
will be hosting Moorhead State University.

The Worst Team in Baseball Will Be Back

Well, this season was the fourth
year, and it was supposed to be the
year, but the Minnesota Twins failed
to win the World Series, much less
the Central Division. In a way, there
has been a trend of every four years,
the Twins team would be rebuilt and
would win it all, as was the case in the

Okay, so the Twins only have a few
remaining veterans from the 1991 Series - Chuck Knoblauch, Scott Leius,
and Puckett. This doesn't mean that
Minnesota will be able to rebuild their
roster with incoming rookies, and giving them possibly another World
Championship in the next few years.
Unfortunately, theTwins have been
known for the past two years of having
baseball's worst team earned-run average, a 5.76 ERA this past season. But
the pitching staff is looking promising
as starters Brad Radke, Frank
Rodriguez, and Mike Trombley have
shown continual improvement
throughout the 1995 season.
In time, these three starters will be
another Kirby Puckett in the outfield. a solid basis for the Twins success, as

1987 and 1991 season.
Okay, I'll be the first to admit that
the Twins really stunk this season, finishing the season with a 56-88 record,
putting them in baseball's basement.
But I do see something positive
developing out of the recent Twins
trades, and that is the rebuilding process by playing rookies.
For example, Marty Cordova
proved how consistent of a player he
was this season as a rookie, both on
offense and defense. His statistics: a
.277 batting average, 24 home runs, 84
RBI's, 27 doubles, and 20 stolen bases,
puts him in contention for the American League Rookie of the Year. In
time, he will probably develop into

By GRANT CHRISTIANSON
Sports Reporter

"Winona State University 's
cross country team keeps getting
better.
This past Friday, the Warriors
took part in the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Invitational.
Coming in first for the Warriors
was Sue Bandstra, finishing the 5
kilometer race in a time of 19:46.
Next was Lisa Reiter, with a finishing time of 21:14.
Lori Mikl followed with 21:58,
and Jen Vongroven recorded a time
of 22:03.
Senior ennifer Downing crossed
the line with a 22:13, and April

Eichhorn followed with a time of
22:45. rebecca Prellwitz rounded off
the pack of Warrior runners as she'
placed with 23:07.
The girls just keep getting better
from week to week," said coach Don
Wistrcill. "If we keep improving
with each week, we should hit our
peak performance right around the
conference meet, which is on October 21 in Aberdeen, South Dakota."
Next up for the women runners
is the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse Invitational.
'This meet hosts some of the best
teams in the midwest, so if we run

our best, we should be able to place
well," said Wistrcill.

Womens Golf

Women Place Third In Tourney
By SCOTT KRAMP
Assistant Sports Editor

W

Volleyball Falls To Bemidji In Conference Meet
Sports Reporter

Runners PR At Eau Claire

The Warriors finished the day in
third place going into Saturday's play
WSU finished their round on Sat-

inona State University's urday with a two day team score of
womens golf team ended their sea- 580, which was good enough to place

Volleyball

By ANNA DEROCHER

Two plays later, the Warriors' Ken
Fry got the ball back for his team as he
picked off a pass and returned it to
the Wolves' 16-yard line, but WSU
again failed to put up points after a
missed field goal.
The game then exploded as NSU's
running back rushed for an 80-yard
touchdown, for a 16-7 lead.
The Warriors answered the call
and found the end zone after a couple
of passes, bringing the Warriors
within three points.
Skoog, having adapted to the wet
field, again put the Wolves on top as
he returned a kick for 6 points with
14:12 remaining in the game.
After a WSU fumble, the fifth of
the game, the Warriors' defense recorded their second interception, in
turn setting them up for a score with
9:41 remaining.
The Wolves' next possession
ended in a disappointment as WSU's
Kyle Stoffel recovered a fumble on
WSU's own 38-yard line.
A 27-yard fingertip catch by receiver Chad Fitzsimmons and a 11yard reception on fourth down and
two set the Warriors up to take the
lead at 23-26.
The Wolves' last surge was
stopped as the Warriors' Mac
Carkhuff batted down a pass with
1:25 remaining in regulation.
"Instead of only a couple of players standing out, this win was more
of a team effort and determination to
win,” said coach Hosier. "Although
this was a tense eame and was tougher
than it should have oeen, i am pleased
with the fact that the players did not
give up."
The Warriors overall record improved to 4-1, and they remain unbeaten in the conference at 2-0.

well as other young players, such as
Chip Hale, Matt Walbeck, and Dan
Masteller.
Although some of you may disagree with this, Tom kelly is doing
the right thing by putting these
younger players in the line-up.
Okay, i realize that the 1987 and
1991 line-ups cannot be beat, but who
knows what these rookies will develop into in the near future.
Remember when the Cleveland
Indians were in the cellar and did not
offer much of an offensive threat?
Well, times have changed, and now
they are the team to beat.
The Twins will be in this position
in the next couple of years.

-

son with a third place overall finish in
third overall in the five team tourney
the two-day University of NebraskaAgain, under adverse playing con.
Kearney Invitational on October 5th ditions, the Warriors were led by Peel
and 6th.
whoended
nl\AW-A her season with a tourna.
In less than perfect playing condi- ment score of 131. Peek finished thin
tions, Winona State's Tina Peek led
individually in the invitational.
the Warriors with a first round score
With their seasons concludinE
of 89, seven strokes off the lead.
other Warrior scores for the tourne
WSU's Heather Hogenson (96),
were Hogeson (146), Vaske (149
Cheryl Vaske (100), Emily Cylkowski
Eastman (155) and Cylkowski (!57)
and Shannon Eastman (102) rounded
out the Warriors first round scoring.

Ultimate Frisbee Club

Ultimate Recruiting
By MIKE OTTE
Special to the Winonan

A

handful of players from
Winona State University's Ultimate
Frisbee Club recruited 80 new players during the week of freshmen orientation.
"We needed to rebuild a younger
group so we will be able to compete
against the top teams in our region,
like Carleton and Madison," said
Dennis Servaty, Kling-Onz president
and three-year veteran.
The club's promotion was also
used to help the women's frisbee
team, the Bad Monaz, regroup after
it disbanded because of little interest
and conflicting schedules.
Returning Kling-Onz members
and Bad Monaz President Renae
Sesser flooded the campus with post-

ers, wrote chalk ads on the side
walks, stuffed mailboxes with infor•
mation, and recruited students of

the club fair.
Veteran players were pleas&
with the outcome as a result of the
two informational meetings and twc
weeks of practice.
Even former Kling-Onz Presiden
Fritz Bussman could hardly believ(
the response which the club wal
getting because of its promotion.
"You guys took it to the nex
level," said Bussman, a member o
the 1988 national-qualifying team.
The last all-campus recruiting
done by the Kling-Onz occurred it
the late 1980's when the team wal
the second largest club on campus
Originally established in 1978,th(
Ultimate Frisbee Club will continue
to play and compete as long as stu
dent interest and dedication is high

SPORTS
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Mens Golf

Team Ends Fall In Style
By MAGGIE MCCALLUM
Sports Reporter

T

he year ended in style as
Winona State University's mens golf
team won its fourth consecutive
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference meet this past Thursday and
Friday at the Winona Country Club.
The win proved that even though
the team is young, they can still compete with the best of teams.
The weather for the tournament
was less than ideal as the course was
wet and filled with puddles, slowing
the golfers down,
But the rain didn't stop the Warriors from shining through as they
finished the two-day tournament
with a score of 647, just three strokes
less than Bemidji State University's
650.
Freshman Jason Phillips, a
Winona native who was playing on
his home course, started the tournament strong by shooting two over
par on Thursday with a score of 73.
This score gave him a seven stroke

October 11, 1995

Make New Friends But
Keep The Old During

lead in the individual competition.
On Friday, Phillips won medalist
honors as he shot a two-day total of
149.
Phillips was named to the NSIC
All-Conference team, as well as Trygve
Ekern, a native of Trempleau.
Ekern placed fourth place in the
individual category.
Northern State university finished
third in the tournament with a score of
654, and the University of MinnesotaMorris finished fourth with a score of
710.
The tournamen, the last one of the
fall season, could not have ended any
better for the Warriors.
Individual results for other team
members included Chad Gilbertson
taking seventh place, just one place
shy of the All-Conference team, with
scores of 82-166.
Teammate Todd Baran finished
thirteenth with scores of 84-170, and
Justin Titzer finished sixteenth with
scores of 91-175.
The Warriors spring season starts
up again in late March or early April.

Informal Rush
•Come Get Information Monday Oct. 16
From 6-7 in Dining Room B .
•Then Join Us For .800‘1611311t On Thursday, Oct. 19
In The Prentiss-Lucas Lobby
Call Beth At 7-9732

Little Caesars
*Limited Delivery Area To Insure Safe Driving!

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

Our Drivers Carry Less Than $20.00

2 SMALL PIZZAS
With Cheese And One
Topping

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS
With Cheese An One
Topping

PLUS TAX
6 49

Expires 10/21/95

5

Piece Crazy Bread
Expires 10/21/95

With Cheese And One
Topping, Plus An 8-Piece
Crazy Bread

99

PLUS TAX

Expires 10/21/95

Valid for a limited lime at participating locations.
01995 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

WANTED:
DELIVERY DRIVERS!

11.

•ITIF,

II you are a safe, courteous
driver. with an insured car,
and are at least 18, apply at
your local store today.

Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at
Saint Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both
part of Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota.

1 LARGE PIZZA

Picked Up
Or Delivered

Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
01995 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center for
the summer.

Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
©1995 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

1 SMALL PIZZA

With Cheese And One
Topping, Plus An 8-

8 PLUS
99TAX

Expires 10/21/95

Picked Up
Or Delivered

Valid lor a limited time at participating locations.
01995 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT
MAYO FOUNDATION
HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN

8 Warm Sticks Of Freshly Baked Bread
Baked With Parmesan Cheese

You are eligible for Summer III after your junior year of a four
year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes experience
on medical and surgical nursing units or in operating rooms.

99

Application Deadline: December 1, 1995.

PLUS TAX

For more information contact:

ma o

Picked Up
Or Delivered

Crazy Bread . 990
...with any pizza purchase.

Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment
Summer III Program
Ozmun East
200 1st SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905
1-800-562-7984

Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity
educator and employer. A smoke-free institution.

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREAIENT INVESTING
///,,,,,,v4.07,/mr.s•pxvow
larlillarialaiWiONOWNOW...... ,/

FULL SET OF ACRYLIC NAILS
Only

$20

Good Only With Jackie

Phone 457-1797

168 E. 3rd ST

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
Professional Success Through Clinical Excellence
For 53 years, Northwestern College of Chiropractic has been preparing doctors
of chiropractic. We have more than 3,000 graduates across the globe who are

(744-1

successful, productive clinical practitioners.

friteie fAj

Northwestern College of Chiropractic will provide you:
• A well-rounded, rigorous education integrating the basic and clinical
sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics and practice management

C

• Clinical education through every step of the curriculum, beginning with

At"44•14'''

hands-on chiropractic technique classes in the first trimester

C-41

,I /2

6244 4 A )

• Limited enrollment, small classes (11:1 student to faculty ratio), individual

g

/‘.7

attention from faculty, and easy access to educational resources
• Clinical internships within 35 Minnesota community clinics and five College
public clinics

/

• A research center known internationally as a leader in clinically-controlled

C,

research trials, which is dedicated to advancing the knowledge of chiropractic
• Extensive financial aid resources
• Final term, full-time private practice internships in clinics around the world

n
WAY

Northwestern College of Chiropractic

2501 West 84th Street
Bloomington, MN 55431
NW 1-800-888-4777

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

For a personal visit or more detailed information, call a Northwestern
Admissions counselor at 1-800-888-4777. You'll discover the exceptional
difference an education at Northwestern can make in your life.
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All PHASE ARENA INC.'S
71111 MCGAITY9 @IA

in

Sunday October 15, at 1p.m.

4 BANDS
BRIM MOM EMNWCM MEM
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Winona
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All Plorso Munn

Advance Tickets $5.00
Day of Jam
$7.00
Children Under 12 $3.50
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an't afford to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $ioo each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $172,1o9* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $219 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.7 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1800 842-2888.

Waukun

Decorah

ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT STUMPY'S IN RUSHFORD AT 507-864-7156
OR AT ALL PHASE ARENA INC.507-498-3611 ON HWY 44 EAST, SPRING GROVE

k_$II I I t I111 I I IIII I VIII 111111I

C
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm
7% credited to TIM Retirement Annuities. Thio rate i✓ used solely to ✓
bow the power and effect of compounding. Lower or higher rates would
produce very different mutts. CREF certificate., are distributed by TIAA CREF IndivIdual and Institutional Services.

"Assuming an interest rate of
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YourRe,a/Horoscope

TheDeche&Far11r Calendar
of Significant Events

0 VAucoe. ...

Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Your
by Ruby Wyner-lo
A.A. B. P.-certified Astrologer
boss will take note of your re-

by Charlie Breunig & Bill Feeny

M 0 N John Lennon met avant-garde artist Yoko
Ono at one of her openings on this day in
1966. Elvis Presley divorced his former
child bride Priscilla Beaulieu Presley on this day
in 1973. Yoko's still putting out lame albums and
Priscilla continues her lame acting career.

9

10

Brown's pet beagle Snoopy had his first
dogfight with the Red Baron on this day in
1965. Peanuts creator Charles Schulz's son Monty
was going through a phase of building models of
World War I aircraft, and Monty claims credit for
the idea of drafting Snoopy into the air corps.
WED On this day in 1966, Ginger Baker of the

13

SAT Most of the "evidence" that supposedly

14

confirmed Paul McCartney's rumored
death came from a joke article that
appeared in the student newspaper at the
University of Michigan on this day in 1969. The
article was written by Fred LaBour, now a member of the retro-cowboy act Riders in the Sky.

11

rock group Cream collapsed after performing a drum solo that lasted 20 minutes, which was probably about 15 minutes longer
than most people in the audience lasted.
T H U In another hard-to-take stage event, a
Jethro Tull fan threw a rose at lead singer
and flutist Ian Anderson at a concert in
Madison Square Garden on this day in 1979. One
of the thorns in the stem pierced Anderson's eye,
ending the show and forcing the cancellation of
the next two shows on the tour.

12

CHAOS

SUN Thirty-four years after their ancestors
escaped from a laboratory in Brazil, the
first "killer bees" to reach the United
States were spotted on this day in 1990, and are
now continuing their trek northward.

15

Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) You Leos
are all a bunch of lowlifes unworthy of a cheap tea-leaf reading, much less my extremely useful advice.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) For
goodness sake, stand up for yourself. Tell Mom she can take her
"No Feet on the Kitchen Table"
rule and stick it!

sourcefulness and quick thinking when you are treed by a
mountain lion.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Focus
on financial affairs this week.
Exchange all your American
dollars for Icelandic krona.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) You
will succumb to a long-standing
temptation when .you drink all
the bottles of correction fluid at
the office.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Thanks to the help of a polite
gas station attendant, the flames
that will engulf your body at the
gas pump will he doused before
they damage your face.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 1 8) Spend
a quiet afternoon with a new
hobby. Why not try carving ivory
busts of the Bee Gees?
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) What
awaits you in the afterlife? Refreshing ice cold soda pop and
frozen fudge bars. Mrnmmm!

© 199 5 byOni on Feat uresS ynd i cat e

T U E Sitting on top of his doghouse, Charlie

F R I Scientists on this day in '1988 said the
Shroud of Turin dated from about 1280
and therefore could not have been the
shroud used to cover one Jesus of Nazareth after
his crucifixion. The Catholic Church still declared
it sacred because, after all, it does bear an unexplained image of the Savior.

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) This
weekend you'll delight fellow
supermarket patrons with your
famous Cereal Box Fan Dance.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) Heed
this advice: The phrase "Co-Ed
Naked" is, was, and always will
be the pinnacle of humor.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) Increased activity near Polaris indicates that you will be flattened
by a runaway steamshovel.
Cancer: (June 22 July22) With
your lover out of town, now's the
time for adventure. Treat yourself to scads of whores.

by Brian Shuster

Rich Dahm

by

Incredible Movie Chain Madness!
Divine

Kris Kristofferson
23.

Directions:

Paul Reubens
22.

Annette Funicello
21.

Paul Lynde
20.

Debbie Harry
2.

James Woods
3.

1. Pick any two consecutive
actors in this chain. (You can go
clockwise or counterclockwise-it
doesn't matter.)

Robert De Niro
4.

Michael Palin
5.

Arnold Schwarzenegger
19.

James Belushi
18.
Courtneey Cox
17.

Sean Connery

2. On the line between them,
name a movie in which both actors
were featured. (Example: No. 1
would be Hairspray, as both
Divine and Debbie Harry starred
in it.)

6.
Matthew Broderick
7.

Helen Hunt
8.

Dolph Lundgren
16.

Jean-Claude Van Damme
15.

9.

3. Continue in either direction
through the entire chain.

Demi Moore
10.

Rosanna Arquette

It looked like the chase had come to an end, until Rusty
stumbled onto the long-lost McGregor chain-saw.

Patrick Swayze

Jack Nicholson

14.

11.
Kevin Costner
13.

Michael Keaton
12.
Morgan Freeman

For Sale

Spring Break

Students wanted to promote
the most killer Spring Break
Trips on campus. Earn high
$$ commissions and free
trips! ! Must be outgoing and
MACINTOSH Computer for
sale. Complete system includ- creative. Call Immediately 1800-surfs -Up.
ing printer only $499. Call
1-800-289-5685
SPRING BREAK Mazatlan

A-1 Storage units for rent.
Ca11452-2344 for sizes &
prices. Convient location

83 Buick Regal. New Battery, from $399. Air/7 nights hotel/
rebuilt starter, new transmis- free nightly beer parties/
discounts. (800)366-4786
sion. $800 Maria 454-5190
Clarion 5-band equilizer, like Earn a free trip, money or
both. We are looking for
new $75 Maria 454-5190
students or organizations to
sell our Spring Break package
to Mazatlan. (800)366-4786

Help Wanted
FINANCIAL AID FOR
COLLEGE: Need money for
college? Personalized cornputer search. Recorded
message gives details. (612)
854-4059, ext. 112.

Men/women earn $480
weekly assembling circut
boards/electronic components
at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings in your area. Call 1520-680-4647 EXT c1113

FAST FUNDRAISERRAISE $500 IN 5 DAYSGREEKS, GROUPS, CLUBS,
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY- NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
• INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT •
Make up to $25-$45 per hour teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan, Taiwan,
and S. Korea. Many employers provide room &
board + other benefits. No teaching background
or Asian languages required! For more
information call:

(206) 632-1146 ext. J56771

SKI JOSS
• Students Needed! •
,,,rking at .1
i•orn ti ' to ti_',( Ii)
tiki 1:1,--,rt Ihl, ,siittur! ', hi for Inv 4
( , i ll \ (Tit, ol
MOM
I nirlo, inont (.n up to,Lo,

(200634-0469 ext. V56771

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,00046,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
(206) 545-4155 ext A 5 6 7 7 1

©1 995 On ion Fea tures Sy ndica te
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$5,000 - $8.000 Monthhi
Worikinq disinibuiiNq

OUR PROdUCT BROCI1URES.

GET Paid - WE Supply BROCI-IURES.
F/T oR P/T. FoR FREE Info WRin-:
DIRECTOR
1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste. 427
Brooklyn, NY 11230

CRUISE JOBS

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity!RushSAS.E.:
GMC, SUITE 216
1861 N. FEDERAL HWY
HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. working

for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call :
206 634-0468 ext. C56771

Personals
Thank you everyone for
attending the Pi Lamda Phi
graffiti party last Friday.
MEET SINGLES by phone/
mail. Guaranteed privacy.
Free information. Friendships, 2619 E. Clairmont
Ave., Eau Claire, WI 54701

